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You’ve probably spotted these at exhibitions and 

wondered how they got up there. Give your stand huge 

presence by suspending a massive circle, square or 

triangle Hanger. The expo organisers take care of the 

erection for you – just ask them for a quote.

HANGERS

 CIRCLE
from £759 £949 
Product code FDCHC0FC 

915mm

3048mm

 SQUARE
from £839 £1049 
Product code FDCHS0FC

2440mm

1070mm

 TRIANGLE
from £759 £949
Product code FDCHT0FC

3048mm 1067mm

 EMPIRE
3.5m standing flag
from £94 £99
Product code FDFE350

Base from £18

 BOUNCER
1.0m x 2.2m Wrapover crowd barrier 
from £99 £110 
Product code FDBACBC

 LOLLY
Tall and narrow
from £160 £169  Product code FDPOMOF

 BARISTA
1.2m branded café banner 
from £175 £219 
Product code FDC2T0K1

POP OUT BANNERSBARRIERS & COVERS

FLAGS
HOW FABRIC
DISPLAYS WORK
Fabric Displays are made up of two main components — a strong, 

lightweight, tubular aluminium frame and a printed fabric cover.

The 260gsm ‘Stretch’ fabric cover is printed on both sides as standard. 

Designed to fit snugly over the frame, it is secured at one edge with a 

zip fastening. The fabric cover is changeable – additional covers can be 

ordered separately. 

These ‘next generation’ displays deliver maximum impact and completely 

eliminate the problem of visible join lines on larger displays.

All Fabric Display frames are supplied with a 

carry bag for easy transportation and storage.

Stretch the fabric graphic 

over the frame and zip up.

Fabric Display frames utilise a simple 

‘click together’ mechanism. 
Each part is numbered for easy 

identification and quick assembly.

 BUILDER
1.8m x 3.2m front-printed 
site barrier cover 
from £99 £110 
Product code FDBACBS

Simple to put up with their ‘pop out’ 

construction method. Just release it from the 

carry bag and watch as it assembles itself in an 

instant. Great for outdoor or indoor events.

 JELLY
Fat and low
from £160 £169  Product code FDPOSYF

The small print: Prices shown include delivery to one 
UK mainland or Northern Ireland address. 
They exclude VAT and design. Unless stated, prices shown are for standby service. 
Faster turnaround upgrades are available – ask for a price. 
See full product specifications online. Price point may not represent products in photos. 
Participating studios only.  SAMPOOTM/PRG/CRH/12-18/R1 
Artwork must be approved by 6pm, 28/02/19

It’s that time of year again. Are you ready to court 

new customers? We exhibit at lots of events through 

the year. Some big, some small. Some cost more, but 

attract more customers. Some cost almost nothing, 

yet we still meet new people.

Which events will your customers be going to this 

spring? A trade fair? A convention? Classic car show, 

music festival, vintage fete? Could you drum up new 

business at one of these?

The great thing about our new display range is it’s 

totally reusable and completely modular. Mix and 

match depending on the space you have. 

Each piece is in stock and available fast, so you 

can take advantage of last-minute offers and 

exhibitor discounts.

Deciding to exhibit is one thing. Making people 

notice you is another. How do you make them stop?

It’s our job to help you stand out. To get your 

message noticed. To existing buyers and to turn 

strangers into customers.

 APOSTROPHE
Backpack flag
from £94 £99 
Product code FDBFHO

TEARDROP  
Standing flag
from £94 £99 
Product code FDFQ270

Base from £18

QUILL  
Standing flag
from £80 £85 
Product code FDFF360

Base from £18

 FLUTTER
Standing flag
from £60 £64 
Product code FDFPRO?

Optional water 
base £20

FESTIVAL  
Hand-held flag 
from £46 £49 
Product code FDFWEM?

 CARNIVAL 2
Marching flag
from £75 £79 
Product code FDFBR2?

 HYPHEN
Backpack flag
from £103 £109 
Product code FDBFA0

 CARNIVAL
Hand-held flag
from £56 £59 
Product code FDFBR1?



BACKDROPS DISPLAY STANDS

FURNITURE

DISPLAY LIGHTING BOOTHS

 CURVE 30
3.0m curved pop up stand
from £345 £384 Product code FDSRO0FC

 PYTHON
2.3m pop up stand
£215 £239 
Product code FDSLDNFC

 STAGE 46
4.6m straight pop up stand
from £593 £659 Product code FDSSA0FC

 CURVE 50
5m curved pop up stand
from £629 £699 Product code FDSDU0FC

 CREST 40
4.0m concave stand with legs
from £566 £629 Product code FDSMA0FC

 BELLINI
Cocktail table
£179 £189 
Product code FDSVENFC

 BONDI
Deck chair
£84 £89
Product code FDSWAIFC

 ARTHUR 5
5 ft fitted tablecloth
£65 £109
Product code FDTCAR5
Table not included

 ARTHUR 6
6 ft fitted tablecloth
£71 £119
Product code FDTCAR6
Table not included

 ARTHUR JUNIOR
1.0 x 2.0m table runner
£29 £59
Product code FDTRARJ
Table not included

 KOLA LITE
Seating cube + storage
£94 £99 
Product code FDSDU1FC

 THE ISLAND
Waterproof 
bean bag
£141 £149
Product code FDSBALFC

 KOLA MAX
Foam seating cube
£151 £159 
Product code FDSBOSFC

 MOJITO
Cocktail table
£261 £275
Product code FDSRIOFC

 KANGAROO
Literature holder
£148 £165 
Product code FDSPARFC

 LIGHTBOX
Double sided LED 
from £759 £799 
Product code FDLB12FC

 STAGE 18
1.8m straight pop up stand
from £274 £305 Product code FDSCHOFC

 PEACOCK
Media display stand
£296 £329 
Product code FDSOSLFC
Tablet and TV not included

 CURVE 24
2.4m curved pop up stand
from £292 £325 Product code FDSBL0FC

 MARGARITA
Folding table
£179 £189
Product code FDSMEXFC

KUBRICK  
Director's Chair
£94 £99
Product code FDSHOLFC

 BABY PYTHON
1.9m pop up stand
£217 £229 Product code FDSWINFC

 PADIUM
Tablet holder
£143 £159 
Product code FDSOSAFC
Tablet not included

 AXE
Pop up stand
£183 £229 
Product code FDSTKOFC

 RIALTO BRIDGE 
To attach to any Stage
from £373 £415 
Product code FDSHAMFC 
TV not included

 STAGE 30
3.0m straight pop up stand
from £373 £415 Product code FDSNY0FC

 WING 9 + STAGE 30
Fin-shaped fabric stand next to straight backdrop
£566 £630 Product codes FDSBR0FC + FDSNY0FC  (Available separately)

 KING PYTHON
3.5m pop up stand
£449 £499 
Product code FDSDUBFC

 QUEEN PEACOCK + STAGE 30
Scalloped shaped stand with TV bracket and two shelves
£773 £860 Product codes FDSMI0FC + FDSNY0FC  (Available separately)  TV not included

 TOTEM
Slimline fabric stand
£132 £165 
Product code FDSKE0FC

ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO BE SEEN

 EMBRACE C
C-shaped 
meeting booth
£895 £995 Product code FDSPREFC

3.0m

2.
5m

 HUDDLE
Sloped 
meeting booth
£895 £995 
Product code FDSBEIFC

3.2m

2.
0m

3.0m

 EMBRACE U
U-shaped meeting booth
£895 £995 Product code FDSCAPFC

2.
0m

 MODESTO
Cubicle with curtain
from £715 £795 Product code FDSVATFC

1.5m

1.
5m

 HARBOUR
Extra wide with curve 
£1075 £1195 Product code FDSPOOFC

4.0m

2.
0m

Illuminate your display stand for 
increased visibility and effect.

Easily attach the light to the 
tubular aluminum frame at the 
top of the stand using the ‘c’ 
shaped clamp (supplied).

 LIGHT & CLAMP
For backdrops and booths
from £79 £84 Product code FDLEDC12

 SNUGGLE
C-shaped 
meeting booth
from £715 £795 Product code FDSWELFC

2.4m

2.
0m

BOOTH   
Pop up kiosk
from £296 £329 
Product code FDSBARFC

Optional Header £118 £132 


